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ªÀÄÄ£ÀÄßr
¤gÀAvÀgÀªÁV §zÀ¯ÁUÀÄwÛgÀÄªÀ dUÀwÛ£À°è ªÀÄUÀÄªÀÅ vÀ£Àß eÁÕ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß vÁ£ÉÃ PÀnÖPÉÆ¼Àî®Ä gÁ¶ÖçÃAiÀÄ
¥ÀoÀåPÀæªÀÄ ZËPÀlÄÖ(NCF-2005) PÀ£ÁðlPÀ gÁdå ¥ÀoÀåPÀæªÀÄ [KCF-2007] ºÉZÀÄÑ MvÀÄÛ ¤ÃrzÀÄÝ.
ªÀÄUÀÄªÀÅ ±Á¯ÉAiÀÄ ºÉÆgÀV£À §zÀÄQUÉ vÁ£ÀÄ UÀ½¹zÀ eÁÕ£À ¸ÀAAiÉÆÃd£ÉUÉÆ½¸ÀÄªÀAvÀºÀ ±ÉÊPÀëtÂPÀ
ZÀlÄªÀPÉUÀ¼À DAiÉÆÃd£ÉAiÀÄ ªÀÄºÀvÀéªÀ£ÀÄß JwÛ»r¢ªÉ. ªÀÄPÀÌ¼À eÁÕ£Á©üªÀÈ¢Þ ¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀQÌAvÀ®Æ ªÀÄPÀÌ¼À
PÀ°PÁ£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß C©üªÀÈ¢Þ¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ CUÀvÀåªÉ¤¹zÉ.
7£ÉÃ vÀgÀUÀwAiÀÄ «zÁåyðUÀ¼À eÁÕ£À C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ªÀAiÉÆÃªÀiÁ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß UÀªÀÄ£ÀzÀ°èj¹ F
C¨sÁå¸À ¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀªÀ£ÀÄß gÀa¸À¯ÁVzÉ. ¥ÀoÀåzÀ°è §A¢gÀÄªÀ ¥Àæ±Éß ªÀÄvÀÄÛ CªÀÅUÀ¼À ¸ÀégÀÆ¥ÀQÌAvÀ®Æ ©ü£Àß
£É¯ÉAiÀÄ°è F C¨sÁå¸À ¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¥Àæ¸ÀÄÛvÀ ¥Àr¸À®Ä ¥ÀæAiÀÄwß¸À¯ÁVzÉ. ªÀÄUÀÄ«£À AiÉÆÃd£Á ®ºÀjAiÀÄ£ÀÄß
¥ÉæÃgÉÃ¦¹ vÀ£Àß £ÉÊd ¨sÁªÁ©üªÀåQÛUÉ CªÀPÁ±À ¤ÃqÀÄªÀAvÀºÀ ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥Àæ±ÁßªÀ½ gÀÆ¦¸À¯ÁVzÉ.
F C¨sÁå¸À ¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀªÀÅ ¥ÀoÀå¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀPÉÌ ¥ÀAiÀiÁðAiÀÄªÀ®.è §zÀ¯ÁV ªÀÄUÀÄªÀÅ vÀ£Àß PÀ°PÁ C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß
PÀnÖPÉÆ¼Àî®Ä ¥ÀoÀå¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀPÉÌ ¥ÀÆgÀPÀªÁVgÀ°zÉ. F C¨sÁå¸À ¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀzÀ°è eÁÕ£ÀªÀ®AiÀÄQÌAvÀ®Æ w¼ÀÄªÀ½PÉ
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ C£ÀéAiÀÄPÉÌ ºÉaÑ£À ¥Áæ±À¸ÀÛöå ¤ÃqÀ¯ÁVzÀÄÝ. F ªÀÄÄSÁAvÀgÀ ªÀÄUÀÄ«UÉ C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀzÀ ªÀÄÆ®PÀ eÁÕ£À
PÀnÖPÉÆ¼Àî®Ä CªÀPÁ±À ¤ÃqÀ¯ÁVzÉ. PÀAoÀ¥ÁoÀ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀ CA±ÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß PÀrªÉÄUÉÆ½¸À¯ÁVzÉ. ²PÀëtªÀ£ÀÄß
EA¢£À ºÁUÀÆ ¨sÀ«µÀåzÀ fÃªÀ£ÁªÀ±ÀåPÀvÉUÀ½UÉ ºÉÆAzÀÄªÀAvÉ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀ ¸À®ÄªÁV ªÀÄUÀÄ«£À ¸ÀéAvÀ
C©ü¥ÁæAiÀÄ ªÀåPÀÛ¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀAvÉ ZÀlÄªÀnPÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤ÃqÀ¯ÁVzÉ.
F C¨sÁå¸À ¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀªÀ£ÀÄß ²PÀëPÀgÁUÀ°Ã CxÀªÁ «zÁåyðUÀ¼ÁUÀ°Ã ºÉaÑ£À ºÉÆgÉAiÉÄAzÀÄ ¨sÁ«¸ÀzÉ.
¸ÀAvÀ¸À¢AzÀ¯ÉÃ §¼À¸ÀÄªÀAvÁUÀ¨ÉÃPÀÄ. EzÀPÉÌ CUÀvÀåªÁzÀ ¸ÀÆZÀ£ÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß DUÁUÉÎ ¤ÃqÀÄªÀ ªÀÄÆ®PÀ
¸ÀªÀÄ¥ÀðPÀ ªÀiÁUÀðzÀ±Àð£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ²PÀëPÀgÀÄ ¤ÃqÀ¨ÉÃQzÉ. ²PÀëPÀgÀ ¸ÀÆPÀÛ ªÀiÁUÀðzÀ±Àð£ÀzÀ°è «zÁåyðUÀ¼ÀÄ
C¨sÁå¸À ¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀ¢AzÁV vÀªÀÄä eÁÕ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß vÁªÉÃ PÀnÖPÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀAvÁzÀgÉ £ÀªÉÄä®ègÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ E¯ÁSÉAiÀÄ ¥Àj±ÀæªÀÄ
¸ÁxÀðPÀªÉ¤¸À°zÉ.		
						 J¸ï.Dgï GªÀiÁ±ÀAPÀgï ¨sÁ.D.¸ÉÃ
					
¥ÀæzsÁ£À PÁAiÀÄðzÀ²ðUÀ¼ÀÄ, ¥ÁæxÀ«ÄPÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥ËæqsÀ²PÀët.
					
PÀ£ÁðlPÀ ¸ÀPÁðgÀ, ¨ÉAUÀ¼ÀÆgÀÄ
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PÀ°PÁ ¥sÀ®UÀ¼ÀÄ (Learning outcomes)
We expect following learning outcomes from the students of this class. Taken away the
adequate usage of workbook, students must record three rubricks in this
section such as “very good, good and average” grades after the completion of each unit
test given in the list. This shows gained learning outcomes of the students.
Request you to co-operate the pupils to achieve these learning outcomes,
through using the work books.
1. Differentiates the Materials and organisms.
2. Classifies the materials and organisms on the basis of their characteristics.
3. Conduct simple research/activities to find the answer to the questions.
4. Identifies the cause and effect of the process.
5. Explain the structure, mechanisms and process.
6. Understand the how organisms are adjust to their habitat.
7. Measures the different types of physical quantities.
8. Discuss and praises events, stories related to scientific discoveries.
9. Takes concern about the environment.
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UNIT 10
RESPIRATION
I. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
1. The process of releasing energy by breakdown glucose in cells is known as

2. The number of breathes of a person in one minute is called
3. In insects the air to the trachea comes through
4. The				

are tiny pores for the exchange of gases in plants.

II. Write a second pair word that is similar to first pair.
5. Aerobic respiration : Cockroach :: Anaerobic respiration :
6. Earthworm : skin :: Fish :
7. Inhalation : Oxygenated air :: Exhalation :

III. Choose the correct answer and write.
8. The quantity of carbon dioxide in exhale air.
a. 4.4%		

b. 0.04%		

c. 21%			

d. 16.4%

Answer :
9. Thin muscular layer at the bottom of the chest cavity is.
a. Spiracle		

b. Stomata		

c. Diaphragm		

d. Ribcage

Answer :

1

IV. Match the following Organisms with their respiratory organs.
10.

Organisms		

Respiratory organs		

Answers

Cockroach		Stomata
Earthworm		Spiracle
Fish			Nose
Plant			Skin
				Gills

V. Match the respiratory rates with the various conditions
below.
11.

Conditions			Breath Rate		Answers
Rest/Relax			14 to 16
Normal			50 to 60
After 10 min. brisk walk

12 to 14

After 100 m. running		

20 to 24

					25 to 30

VI. Answer the following questions in one sentence.
12. Why does yawn come when sleep is in mump?
Answer :

13. When does the rate of respiration increase?
Answer :

2

VII. Give reason for the following statements.
14. Yeast can survive without oxygen.
Answer :

15. We must cover our nose with a napkin while coughing and sneezing.
Answer :

16. When exhalation air is blown in to the lime water it turns white.
Answer :

VIII. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences each.
17. Why do we have muscle spasms when we do too much of physical work?
Answer :

3

18. How does the process of respiration take place in the earthworm?
Answer :

19. What precautions should we take for the safety of our respiratory system?
Answer :

20. Respiration process takes place in plants also. Justify.
Answer :

4

IX. List out the differences.
21. Inhalation and exhalation.
Inhalation
1

Exhalation
1

2

2

3

3

22. Aerobic respiration and Anaerobic respiration.
Aerobic respiration

Anaerobic respiration

1

1

2

2

3

3

5

X. Label the following parts in the diagram of human respiratory
system.
23. Nostrils, 		

Nasal cavity, 		

Mouth cavity,

Throat, 		

Trachea, 		

Left lung, 		

Right lung, 		

Ribs, 			

Diaphragm.

6

XI. Describe the structure and function of the human respiratory
system.

7

UNIT 11
TRANSPORTATION IN ANIMAL AND PLANTS
I. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
1. During exhalation the lungs remove ___________ gas as a waste from the body.
2. The urine consists of ______% of water 2.5% urea and ______% of other waste
products.
3. In human blood, the presence of ________ pigment makes blood appear red
4. The water evaporates through the ____________ present on the surface of the leaves
by the process of transpiration.

II. Pick out the odd word out and write.
5. Urea, ammonia water, uric acid
Ans:
6. Arteries, platelets, veins,capillaries.
Ans:

III. Choose the correct answer and write
7.

A						

B

a) Plasma 			

1) Fight against the germs

b) red blood cells 			

2)They help in clotting of blood

c) white blood cells 			

3) Transportation of oxygen

d) Platelets 			

4) Transportation and clotting of blood

1. a-4, b-3, c-2, d-1		

2. a-3, b-4, c-1, d-2

3. a-4, b-3, c-1, d-2		

4. a-3, b-1, c-4, d-2

Ans:
8

8. When compared to animals ,plants produce less amount of excretory products. this
is because
a) There is no specific excretory system
b) Rate of metabolism is low
c) Absence of muscular activities
d) They have simple body structure.
Ans:
9. observe the diagram below and select the correct option.

1) A: Kidney B:Ureter

C:Urethra 		

D:Urinary bladder

2) A: Urethra B:Kidney

C:Urinary bladder

D:Ureter

3) A: Urinary bladder

B:Urethra 		

C:Kidney

4) A: Kidney B:Ureter

C:Urinary bladder

D:Urethra

D:Ureter

Ans:

IV. Write a second pair word that is similar to first pair.
10. Blood pressure: Sphygmomanometer ::Heart beat:__________
11. Xylum:Conducts water::Phloem: ______________
12. Skin :Melanin :: Blood : ____________
9

V. Answer the folowing questions in one sentence.
13. What is excretion?
Ans:

14. How heart beat is produced?
Ans:

15. What is pulse rate?
Ans:

VI. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences each.
16. Write the differences between arteries and veins
Ans:

17. “The pulse rate per minute indicates the rate of heart beat” Justify
Ans:

18. The water kept in an earthen pot (matka) is cold give reason
Ans:
10

19. Name the parts of human excretory system.
Ans:

20. write two vital functions of the human kidney.
Ans:

21. What are the advantages of transpiration in plants?
Ans:

22. Ventricles have thicker muscular walls than the atria. give reason
Ans:

11

23. How many chambers are there in the human heart? name them.
Ans:

24. hydra do not posses any circulatory system even though how transportation takes
in it.
Ans:

VII. Complete the following chart by writing appropriate word.

Transportation in Animals
Heart

Blood Vessels

1. Right artia

1. Plasma

1.

2.

2.

2. Vein

3.

3. WBC

4. Left Ventricles

4.

3. Capillaries

12

VIII. Record your own heart beat and pulse beats per minute and
those of your 5 classmates compare the values you obtained and insert
them in the table.
Sl.
no.
1
2
3
4
5

Names

Heart beat per
minute

Pulse per
minute

difference

IX. Draw a neat labelled longitudinal section of human heart with
suitable colours.
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CHAPTER-12
REPRODUCTION IN PLANTS
I.Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
1. Flower is ___________ part of the plant
2. The fusion of male gamete with the female gamete is known as __________
3. Pollination takes place in plants with the help of water, __________________
and__________________.

II.Pick out the odd word out and write.
4. Mustard, Papaya, Jower, Cucumber		

Ans:__________________

5. Mango, Orange, Cashewnut, Apple		

Ans:__________________

6. Ovary, Ovules, Pollentube, Pollen grains		

Ans:__________________

III.Write the second word that similar to first pair.
7. Spirogyra : Fragmentation :: Yeast:______________
8. Light seed : Grass:: Hairy seed:____________
9. Male gamate : Anther : Female gamete :__________

IV. Mention the following statement is true(

) or false(

10. Stamens are the female reproductive part of the plant.			

).
[

]

11. In sexual reproduction a male and a female gametes fuse to form a zygote.[
12. Seeds are dispersed to different places.					

14

[

]
]

V. Match the following
A

B

13.

a) Amoeba

14.

b)Bryopyllum

15.

c)Hydra

16.

d)Rhizopus

e) Yeast

VI.Answer the following questions in a sentence.
17. What is pollination?
Ans:
18. Name the plant that reproduces through leaves?
Ans:
19. “Generally flowers are colorful and fragrant” Give reason.
Ans:

15

Answers

VII. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences each.
20. List any 4 methods of asexual reproduction.
Ans:

21. How does asexually reproduced plants differ from sexually reproduced plants?
Ans:

22. Write 3 advantages of plants from dispersal of seed.
Ans:

23. Name any two plants by which seeds are dispersed by animals?
Ans:

16

24. Name the parts of the flower that develops into a)fruit and b)seed after fertilization.
Ans:

25. Classify the following plants into unisexual and bisexual flowering plants.
a)mustard b)jower c)rose d)papaya e)cucumber f)petyuniya
Ans:

VIII. Draw longitudinal section of a flower ,fill with suitable colour and
label the following parts.
a)Stigma

b)Anther

c)Ovary

17

d)Petals

Unit Test - 4
I. Choose the correct answer.		

				

1. The vessels which carry blood with carbon dioxide from different parts of the body
to the heart is.
a. Artery

b. Capillaries		

c. Veins		

d. Platelets

2. The method of reproduction in fern plant is.
a. Spore formation

b. Budding

c. Fragmentation

d. Binary fission

3. The substance produced in our muscle cells when anaerobic respiration takes place.
a. Oxygen

b. Carbon dioxide

c. Lactic acid		

d. Alcohol

II. Fill in the blanks with suitable words. 		
1. The rhythmic contraction and relaxation of the heart muscle is
2. A flower contain only stamens or carpals is said to be
3. In absence of oxygen 		

Organism can get energy from food.

III. Answer the following questions in one sentence each.
1. What is zygote?
2. What is the function of root hair in plants?
3. What is cellular respiration?

IV. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences each.
1. Name waste product excreted from the body of fish and bird.
2. Describe the function of human heart.
3. Differentiate between pollination and fertilization.
4. What precautions should we take for the safety of our respiratory system?

18

V. Draw a neat diagram of reproductive parts of a flower and
label stamen and pistil.
Student self assessment / evaluation.
Sl.
No.

1.
2.
3.

Learning Instruction
I am able to understand process of
respiration in livng things.
I am able to differentiate between
transportation in Plants and Animals
I am able to discuss different types of
reproduction in Plants and also recognise
different types of a ideal flower and
different reproduction parts of flower.

Opinion for the Teacher
Excellent
Better
Average

19

Yes No

UNIT 13
MOTION AND TIME
I. Choose the correct answer and write.
1) The instrument used to measure the distance travelled by a vehicle is
(a) Speedometer

(c) Anemometer

(b) Odometer			

(d) Chronometer

Ans:
2) The time taken by a simple pendulum of given length to complete one
Oscillation is
(a) Different at different time
(b) Same at all times
(c) Increases if it is stretched more from mean position
(d) Decreases if it is stretched more from mean position
Ans:
3) A faster moving objects
(a) Cover less distance in more time
(b) Cover more distance in more time
(c) Cover less distance in shorter time
(d) Cover more distance in shorter time
Ans:
4) A bus travels 54 km in 90 minutes, then speed of the bus is
(a) 0.6 m/s

(c) 10 m/s

(b) 5.4 m/s

(d) 3.6 m/s

Ans:
20

5) With reference to the figure the time period of a simple pendulum is the time taken
by pendulum to move from
(a) A to B and back to A		

(b) O to A, A to B and B to A

(c) B to A, A to B and A & B to O

(d) Time taken from A to B

Ans:

II. Mention the types of motion.
Examples of Motion
1) The movement of our
chest while breathing

Types of motions
1.

2) Pedal of a bicycle
in motion

2.

3) motion of earth revolving
around the sun

3.

4) A string is plucked and released
From sitar

4.

5) A free fall of a stone
towards the ground

5.

III(a). Match the following
COLUMN A

1.

COLUMN B
a) Decreasing speed

2.

b) State of rest

3.

c) Uniform speed

4.

d) Increasing speed

21

III(b). Match the following
COLUMN A
1) Speedometer

COLUMN B
a) 360 years

2) 3.6 km

b) Measurement of time

3) 1 hour

c) Speed of vehicle

4) 3.6 century

d) 3600m

5) sundial

e) 3600s

IV. For a body travelling with uniform speed fill the missing gaps
Distance
0
6
21
36
in meter
Distance
0
2
5
11 12
in second
Plot a graph for the values given in the table above.
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V. Using the data given below, Plot the graph and answer the
following questions.
Distance
0
5
10
20
30
45
55

D
i
s
t
a
n
c
e

Time
0
5
10
15
20
25
30

60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

5

10

15

a) What is the average speed at t=10s

20
Time

Ans:
b) What is the average speed at t=15s
Ans:
c) Wherther the body is moving with uniform speed ?
Ans:

23

25

30

VI. Fill in the table by using the graph given below.
30
28

Sec
0

24
S
p
e
e
d

20

2

16

4

12

6

8

8

4

10
0

2

4

6
Sec

8

10

a) Calculate the speed attained between 2nd and 6th second.

b) At which time interval the speed was maximum

c) At what time the body comes to rest
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Speed

VII. Draw the distance time graph based on the bar graph.

D
i
s
t
a
n
c
e

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

1

2

3
Time

4

At what time interval the speed was maximum ?

25

5

UNIT 14
ELECTRIC CURRENT AND ITS EFFECT
I.Choose the correct answer and write.
1. Acid batteries generally contain ____________ acid in them.
a) Hydrochloric

b) Sulphuric

c) Nitric

d) Carbonic

Ans:
2. An electric bell works on this principle of electric current.
a) Magnetic effect

b) Chemical effect

c) Heating effect

d) Both heating and chemical effect

Ans:
3. The one which is designed on the principle of heating effect of current is
a) Crane

b) Electric bell

c) Battery

d) Fuse

Ans:
4. The correct statement among the following pertaining a dry cell is
a) Charges flow from positive terminal to negative terminal
b) Charges flow from negative terminal to positive terminal
c) Charges do not flow
d) Current moves from negative to positive terminal
Ans:
5. Among the following, the one which Consumes less Current and glows bright is
a) Incandescent bulb			

b) Tube light

c) Mercury vapour lamps		

d) Compact fluorescent lamps(CFL)

Ans:
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II. Fill in the blanks with suitable words:
6. Flow of ___________ is electric current.
7. In an electric circuit, current flows from the source when switch is in __________
mode.
8. The symbol

represents __________ in an electrical Circuit.

9. Cell holders are used to make a __________ by using group of two or more cells.
10. Incandescent bulbs produce ____________ along with light.

III. Write a second pair word that is similar to first pair.
11. electric iron : heating effect :: electric bell : ____________
12. dry cell :

:: electric bulb : ___________

13. Switch is in on mode : current flows :: Switch is in off mode : ____________
14. Glowing bulb : flow of current :: deflection of compass needle : ____________

IV. Pick out the odd word out and write.
15. Battery, Bulb, Switch, Wooden piece
Ans:
16. Fuse, Electric bulb, Electric iron box, Electric bell
Ans:
17. Battery, Dry cell, Daniel cell, Bulb
Ans:
18. Cranes, Electric bells, Electro magnets, Electric heaters
Ans:
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V. Match the components, given in list ‘A’ with their symbols in list ‘B’.
A

B

1. Dry cell

2. Bulb

3. Battery

4. Switch in off mode

VI. Answer the following in a sentence :		
19. What is a battery ?
Ans:
20. Write the symbols for the following electric components
a) Electric bulb

b) dry cell

21. What is an electric circuit ?
Ans:
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22. A person ‘X’ says, current flows in a closed path and ‘Y’ argues that it can flow in
broken path. Who is correct ?
Ans:

23. Name any two electric devices which work by using batteries.
Ans:

24. Why the batteries used in trucks, buses and cars are called so ?
Ans:

25. What is a fuse ?
Ans:

26. Who was the first scientist to notice the magnetic effect of electric current ?
Ans:

27. On which effect of electric current does an electric bulb works ?
Ans:
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28. How an electro magnet is useful for Opthalmologists ?
Ans:

VII. Answer the following in two or three sentences.
29. What is heating of electric current ?
Ans:

30. Given the following components, draw a circuit diagram, which involves them.
dry cell, switch, bulb, connecting wires.
Ans:

31. On which factors does the amount of heat produced in a heating element depends ?
Ans:
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32. How Compact fluroscent lamps are better than incandescent bulbs ?
Ans:

33. An electric device can work in maximum current range of 5A. A person uses 4A
fuse for that device. Is if the proper fuse to use? If 10A of current flows through the
device, what danger may be caused ?
Ans:

34. Write a schematic diagram of an electrical bell and label the parts .

VIII. Answer the following four or five sentences :
35. Explain the working of an electrical bell.
Ans:
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36. Suggest an activity to show the heating effect of electric current.
Ans:

37. Do as directed :

a) Using arrow mark show the direction of flow of current. in the circuit.

b) If the compass is brought near N- pole of the magnet, which pole of the needle is
towards the N-pole?
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c) Identify the components A,B and C in the given circuit.
Ans:

38. Write a short note on the applications of electro magnets.
Ans:

39. Write a short note on Short Circuits.
Ans:

40. Prepare an electro magnet and see how it works.[ Activity Suggested ]
Ans:
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IX. Find the meaningful words related to electricity from the puzzle
box given below and list them (move up, down, cross).
41.
E
Y
R
E
T
T
A
B
T

M
C
B
C
H
E
S
U
F

O
N
E
F
G
M
B
M
T

R
F
L
L
I
E
T
A
N

H
D
F
D
L
N
B
G
E

Ans:
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C
S
W
I
T
C
H
N
R

I
N
G
C
R
A
N
E
R

N
H
E
C
R
A
F
T
U

T
N
E
M
E
L
E
O
C

UNIT 15
LIGHT
I. Choose the correct answer from the given options :
1. The mirror used in vehicle head lights is _________
a) Convex mirror

b) Concave mirror

c) Plane mirror

d) Convex lens

Ans:
2. The type of mirror used in torch is ___________
a) Plane mirror

b) Concave mirror

c) Convex mirror

d) None of these

Ans:
3. To get the image of same size of an object using concave lens of focal length 15 cm
, it should be placed at a distance of ____________
a) 7.5 cm

b) 15 cm

c) 30 cm

d) 60 cm

Ans:
4.The phenomenon that happens in the formation of rainbow.
i. Reflection ii. Refraction iii. Dispertion
a)i only

b) ii and iii 		

c) i and iii

d) i,ii and iii

Ans:
5.When a ray of light passes through prism _______ takes place.
i. Reflection

ii. Refraction iii. absorption

a)i only

b) ii and iii 		

c) i and iii

Ans:
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d) i,ii and iii

6. For a bird flying in the sky, the fish in the river water appears as _________
a) Magnified b) Diminished

c) Same size d) Inverted

Ans:
7. In the formation of rainbow, the rain drops act as __________
a) Prism

b) Slab			

c) Sphere

d) Cylinder

Ans:
8. The images formed in a convex mirror are __________
i.Virtual

ii.Diminished		iii.Laterally inverted		iv.Inverted

a) i only

b) i,ii only		

c) i,ii,iii only		

d) i,ii &iv only

Ans:
9. Type of mirror used by dentists is ___________
a) Convex

b) Concave		

c) Plane

d) Plane convex

Ans:
10. To get much magnified images in a magnifying lens _________
i. Lens should be thick at centre

ii. Its diameter should be more

iii. It should have to good handle

iv. It should thin at centre

a) i only

c) i,ii and iii only

b) i and ii only		

d) i,ii and iv only

Ans:

II. Match the following appliances with suitable instruments used in
them :							
11. Lid of solar cooker
12. Rare view mirror of vehicles
13. Mirrors in Barber shop
14. Spectacles for Myophia
15. Spectacles for Hypermetrophia

a. Prism
b. Concave mirror
c. Convex mirror
d. Concave lens
e. Plane mirror
f. Convex lens
36

Answers

III. Word puzzle :
16. Left to right
1. With this principle Howk catches the fishes (10)
5. The image which forms within the mirrors known as (7)
7. This scientist explained dispersion of light with a wheel (6)
Top to bottom
1. In the story of Lion and rabbit, the Lion kills himself with this optical phenomenon
(10)
2. In vehicles, the convex mirrors are used to get (8)
3. In plane mirrors, the object hidden inside the mirror is (5)
4. The primary source of energy is inverted (3)
6. In plane mirrors the images are inverted in this manner (7)
8. When plane mirrors are placed opposite to each other and an object is placed in between them, the no. of images forms is (8)
1

2

3

5

4

6

7
8
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IV. Answer these questions in a senence each :
17. In which direction the rainbow may appears in morning at 10.00 am ?
Ans:

18. What is the benefit of having two eyes ?
Ans:

19. Define dispertion.
Ans:

20. Who proved the phenomenon of dispersion?
Ans:

21. What we can learn from the Newton wheel ?
Ans:

22. What is meant by Hypermetrophia ?
Ans:

23. Which lens is commonly used to see the remote objects ?
Ans:
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24. Name the constituent coloures of white light ?
Ans:

25. What is meant by virtual image ?
Ans:

26. What is Reflection of light.
Ans:

27. Write the types of reflection .
Ans:

V. Answer the following questions in two – three sentences each
28. State the laws of Reflection.
Ans:

29. Examine and Write English alphabet letters which do not undergo lateral inversion, when placed before a plane mirror.
Ans:
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30. List the properties of images formed in convex mirror.
Ans:

31. What are the special properties of mirrors used by Dentists.
Ans:

32. What are spherical mirrors ? Name their types ?
Ans:

33. Mention the applications of plane mirrors.
Ans:
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34. Where we can find the usage of concave mirrors.
Ans:

35. Differentiate between real and virtual images
S.No

Real Image

Virtual Image

VI. Answer these questions in three – four sentences each :
36. Briefly explain irregular reflection with a diagram.
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Ans:

37. Justify with a suitable diagram that "light travels in a straight line".
Ans:
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Unit Test - 05
I. choose the correct answer
1) The time taken by the bob of a pendulum of certain length to travel from A to B in 't'
seconds
a) t

b) 2t

c) 3t		

d) 4t

2) Among the following, the device which does not have an electromagnet is
a) Crane

b) Electric bell

c) Motor

d) Electric heater

3) The image formed by a convex mirror is
a) Virtual and inverted			

b) Real and erect

c) Real and inverted				

d) Virtual and erect

II. Fill in the blanks with a suitable word.
1) Ramesh has taken 15 min to travel from his house to the city by his
cycle with a speed of 4m/s so the distance of the city from his house is ____________
2) In T V remote controls ________________ is used as the source of electricity

III. Answer the following in a sentence.
1) Time measuring device depends on which type of motion ?
2) What is the function of a switch in an electrical circuit ?
3) Concave mirrors are used in dental checkup, why ?

IV Answer in two or three sentences
1) How do you say that one body is moving with a greater speed than the other
2) The distance between two railway station is 300km. If a train takes 6 hours to travel
from one station to another, find the speed of the train
3) Draw a sketch of a simple electrical circuit.(Use Bulb, Switch, Wire and Battery)
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V. Answer the following questions.
1) Write the electric devices used in the following cases.
a) To protect an electric iron box from overload
b) To get more light using less electricity
c) For a toy which needs current
d) To detect magnetic field
2) Explain an activity to show that the sun light consists of seven colours

Student self assessment / evaluation.
Sl.
No.

1.
2.

3.

Learning Instruction
I am able to classify different types of
motion and also define the Speed, Time
and its S.I Units.
I am able to recognise electrical equipments and their syymbols ans also able to
understand the uses of heating and magnetic effect of electric current.
I am able to understand the concept of
Light by doing simple experiments.

Opinion for the Teacher
Excellent
Better
Average
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Yes No

UNIT 16
WATER: A PRECIOUS RESOURCE
I. Choose the correct answer and write
1. World water day
a. March 22

b. April 22

c. May 22

d. June 22

Ans:
2. The amount of minimum quantity of water recommended by the United Nations
per person per day
a. 100 litres

b. 150 litres c. 50 litres d. 10 litre

Ans:
3. The water found below the water table is called...
a. Water table

b. Ground water

c. Infiltration

d. Aquifer

Ans:

II. Fill in the blanks
4. The earth surface is coverd with		

% of water.

5. Year 2003 was observed as the International Year of
6. The water circulates in the atmosphere is called

III. Answer the following in a sentences.
7. What is rain water harvesting?
Ans:

8. What is drip irrigation?
Ans:
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9. Why environmentalists oppose the digging of more number of borewells ?
Ans:

10. What are the sources of groundwater?
Ans:

IV. Answer the following in two or three sentences.
11. Write the difference between infiltration and aquifer
Ans:

12. List four activities where we usually waste water.
Ans:

13. What are the ways to increase the level of groundwater?
Ans:

46

14. In his speech, an ecologist said, “Human activity is the cause of water shortage”.
How do you justify this statement.
Ans:

V. Answer the following in three or four sentences
15. Write down ways to prevent the loss of water
Ans:

16. “ Though water is maintained by the water cycle, yet there is an acute scarcity of
water in many parts of the globe. Justify this statement.
Ans:
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17. Give reason
1. Use water economically
2. Recharge of water to the ground should be increased.
Reason:1.

Reason:2

18. Write these jumbled words correctly
1. rudgon rqwet
2. atooniaervp
3. acestoonnnid
4. duclos
5. tspratniaoinr
6. ntciepirtaipo
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UNIT 17
FORESTS: OUR LIFELINE
I.StateTrue( )or False ( ).

1. The decaying matter is always warm.				

(

)

2. Plants and animals in forest are dependent on one another.

(

)

3. Forests are the lifeline for the forest – dwelling communities.

(

)

4. The forest does not keeps on growing and change and cannot regenerate. (

II. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.

)

5. The micro-organisms which convert the dead________________to humus are known
as Decomposers.
6. The various components of the forest are________________on one another.
7. Forest is a dynamic ________ entity.
8. If forest disappear,the amount of ______________in air will increase.
III. Choose the correct option in the following.
9. Forest provides a ____________ for many animals and plants.
a)Home.		 b)Hut.
c)Building.		

d)Temple.

10. Canopy is known as the_______ of the tree.
a)Diadem.		

b)Throne.

c)Crown.		

d) Feather.

11. If forests disappear,____________
a)Resulting in the increase of earth’s heat.
b)Resulting in the increase of earth’s temperature.
c) Resulting in the decrease of earth’s heat.
d) Resulting in the decrease of earth’s temperature.
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12. Elephant is a ____________animal.
a)Carnivores.		

b)Herbivores.

c)Omnivores.		

d)Parasite.

13. Shreyas visited a forest near his town with his classmates and his teacher.As
they were entering in the forest,their classteacher told them not to make noise,as
noise could disturb the __________
a)Birds.				b)Animals.
c)Both birds and animals.		

IV. Complete the food chains.

d)Plants.

14.
Grass

Snake

15.
Shrimp

Perch

V. Answer the following questions in a complete sentence.
16. Define-‘Autotroph’.
Ans:

17. What are known as understoreys in forest?
Ans:

18. What is the effect of deforestation on soil?
Ans:
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Osprey

19. In which layer of the soil would you find humus ?
Ans:

20. What is the importance of humus to the soil ?
Ans:

VI. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
21. Why does the forest floor seem to be dark-coloured?
Ans:

22. Even after heavy rainfall water does not stagnate in the forest,Why?
Ans:

23. Why forests are called as Green lungs?
Ans:
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24. Why are forests disappearing?
Ans:

25. Explain the role of forest in maintaining the balance between oxygen and carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere.
Ans:

26. “Forests influence climate,water cycle and air quality”, Explain.
Ans:
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VII. Write any three activities going on in the forest on the basis of
this figure.

Ans:-
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VIII. Draw a picture of forest, of your imagination and colour it.

IX. By observing the figure ,express the situation in your own words.

54

X. Write slogans.
Topic-Wild life conservation
(Note- With the help of your teacher, parents, elder brother or sister or internet or any
other source write slogans on the topic given above.)
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UNIT 18
WASTE WATER STORY
I. State True ( ) or False ( ).
1. Clean water is a basic need of every human being.			

(

)

2. Already used water is cleanwater.						(

)

3. Treatment plants reduce pollutants in wastewater to a level,where nature can take
care of it.									(

)

4. Open drainage system is a breeding place for flies, mosquitoes and micro organisms
which cause diseases.								(

)

5. People should defecate in the open.					

)

(

II. Fill in the blanks.
6. Activated sludge is having ______________percentage of water.
7. Air is pumped into the clarified water to help_______to grow.
8. The___________bacteria causes typhoid,through water.
9. Cheif constituents of Bio gas are ________ and carbon dioxide.
10. Before__________,Waste water cannot be re used.

III. Complete the chart .
Clean
water

After
usage

Treatment

Bar
screen

Chlorination
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IV. By using the clues given below,identify the meaningful words.
CLUES:11. Already used water .
Ans:12. Liquid waste product.
Ans:13. Pipe carrying sewage .
Ans:14. Absorbs Ultraviolet rays .
Ans:15. Used to disinfect water .
Ans:16. Bi-product obtained from sewage water treatment .
Ans:17. Liquid waste excreted from human body .
Ans:18. Suspended and dissolved impurities in water .
Ans:19. Trees planted along sewage ponds .
Ans:-
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W
H
J
K
K
U
J
C
J
Q
H
X

A
U
T
E
D
R
A
O
Z
O
N
E

S
E
W
A
G
E
H
N
G
V
J
U

T
V
B
H
J
A
K
T
H
K
Y
C

E
Y
J
C
P
O
L
A
N
G
R
A

W A T
U S M
P E D
H L O
P A Q
K S L
L I F
M I N
I D V
N F R
T W Q
L Y P

E
Q
K
R
T
U
G
A
Y
P
I
T

R
J
O
I
U
D
U
N
J
B
U
U

P
P
K
N
O
G
B
T
S
F
X
S

V. Choose the correct answer from the given choices.
20. Sludge is mainly a ______
a) Liquid waste.
b) Solid waste.
c) Gaseous waste.
d) Mixture of solid waste and gaseous waste.
Ans:21. Waste water is______
a)Water trickling from a damaged tap.
b)Water coming out of a shower.
c)Water flowing in a river.			
d)Water coming out of a Factory.
Ans:-
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X
D
G
E
J
E
M
S
E
W
E
R

22. Water polluted by various human activities causes a number of water borne
diseases. But_________is not a water borne disease.
a)Cholera.		

b)Typhoid.

c)Asthma.		

d)Dysentry.

Ans:23. In sewage water_________is not a part of inorganic impurities.
a)Pesticides.		

b)Fertilizers.

c)Phosphates.		

d)Vegetable waste.

Ans:24. Waste water is filtered using layers of__________in a filteration plant.
a) Sand and grit.
b) Slay and finegravel .
c) Sand and finegravel.
d) Sand, finegravel and medium gravel.
Ans:-

VI. Answer the following questions in a complete sentence.
25. On which day is “WORLD WATER DAY”celebrated?
Ans:-

26. Name any one chemical used to disinfect water.
Ans:-
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27.What is sewerage?
Ans:-

VII. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
28. What are the harmful effects of drinking contaminated water?
Ans:-

29. Why chemicals should not be thrown down to the sewage?
Ans:-

30. What are the reasons for scarcity of freshwater?
Ans:-

31. What causes blockage of the Sewerage system?
Ans:-
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VIII. Give reasons.
32. A man travelling in a train threw an empty packet of food on the platfrom.Do you
think this is a proper waste disposal method?
Ans:-

33. Why should we not do these?
a)Throwing used tea leaves into sink?
Ans:-

b)Throwing Waste oil and grease down to sewerage?
Ans:-
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IX. Arrange the statements in proper sequence.
a) Skimmer removes the floating solids like oil and grease.
b) Water is made to settle in a large tank with a slope in the middle.
c) Large objects like plastic bags are removed by passing waste water through bar
screens.
d) Sand,grit and pebbles are made to settle by decreasing the speed of in coming waste
water.
e) Waste water enters a grit and sand removal tank.
Answers:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

X. Match the following.
A
1. Sludge

B
Already used water released from homes,
industries,hospitals office and agricultural
fields.
2. Sewage
The settled solids that are removed in wastewater treatment with a scraper.
3.Waste water Water from kitchen used for washing dishes.
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Answers:-

XI. Answer the following questions in four or five sentences.
34. Suggest some alternative methods for sewage disposal.
Ans:-

35. Sanitation and diseases are the two faces of a coin,do you agree?,Discuss.
Ans:-

36. List some ways to minimize or eliminate waste and pollutants at their source.
Ans:-
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Unit Test - 06
I. Fill in the blanks 							
1. The ground water is stored between layers of hard rock below the water table is
known as an ________________
2. Herbs form the ___________________ layer in the forest.
3. The treated water has a very low level of __________ and suspended water.

II. Choose the correct answer from given option
1. Materials that are of no use before recycling are called.
a) Wastes
b) Goods
c) Pollutions
d) Useful
2. The stage of water treatment for removing large particles.
a) Disinfection
b) Secondary
c) primary
d) Chlorination
3. The forest floor is usually covered with a layer of
a) Dead animals
b) Dead and decaying leaves, fruits, seeds, twigs and small herbs
c) Water
d) Green grass
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III. Answer the following question in a complete sentence
1. Mop the floor instead of washing why ?
2. Define “food chain”
3. Expand “WWTP”

IV. Anwer the following questions in two or three sentences
1. What are the defference between water table and ground water.
2. What are the effects of water scarity on plants ?
3. “ Chemical to let is a low cost onsite sewage disposal system” Explain.
4. What would happens if it rains heavily and trees are not there ?

V. Answer the following questions in four or five sentences
1. What is the importance of forest in our life?

Student self assessment / evaluation.
Sl.
No.

1.
2.
3.

Learning Instruction
I am able to understand the conservation
of water.
I am able to list out the effects of deforestration and also able to understand the
uses of forest.
I am able to understand the purification
process of waste water and hygiene.

Opinion for the Teacher
Excellent
Better
Average
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Yes No

